Huawei Twitter and Facebook October 5 – 12

To learn is to teach. Thank you to all those always learning on #WorldTeachersDay.

Drown out distractions with the Huawei FreeBudsPro.

When art and technology meet, you get the Huawei MateBook.
# Tech Tuesday Q: How do you see technology shaping the future of the gaming industry? #AskHuaweiUSA

# Tech Tuesday Q: How has technology impacted the gaming industry over the last few years? #AskHuaweiUSA

Let’s talk gaming! #TechTuesday #AskHuaweiUSA

#TECHTUESDAYS GAMING Q&A
with Daniel Sleberg
VP, Technology & Innovation
Thought Leadership, Huawei USA
October 6, at 2 pm. ET

# Tech Tuesday Q: Huawei phones aren’t gaming phones - why would I use one? #AskHuaweiUSA

# Tech Tuesday Q: How does Huawei play in the gaming industry? #AskHuaweiUSA
Q: Where can I get access to the GameCenter?

Q: Is there a laptop you’d recommend for a gaming power user?

Q: Is there a particular Huawei phone you’d recommend for mobile gaming?

Q: Can developers play a role in Huawei’s gaming community?
Huawei is committed to helping people make a better life with education.

*TECH4ALL tinyurl.com/ybq7ylyb

As we continue to work closely with our partners, we can help them to grow and achieve their business goals.” Huawei President of Global Partnerships & Eco-Development Wang Yanmin explains how AppGallery helps Huawei’s partners expand.

Huawei AppGallery is providing huge platform for app-makers. Is there a new competition for Playstore and Appstore? AppGallery is escalating faster than ever. And there is no doubt about it. stanfordartsreview.com

With more than 1.8 million developers globally part of the Huawei Mobile Services ecosystem, the AppGallery has had a record 490 million users in over 170 countries & regions in 2020, with user app downloads reaching 261 billion. Huawei has welcomed brands such as TomTom, Bolt Emirates, Sberbank and Kumu to the platform in 2020.

As the Huawei AppGallery continues to go from strength to strength, the latest addition of a top-quality navigation app means it has grown into a potent alternative to all other platforms.

Huawei Finally Launches Brilliant Google Alternative
A new app has reached Huawei’s AppGallery which will make a significant difference to its users. The app is called "Google Assistant Navigation."
Hi online retailers look for opportunities to innovate their shopping experience. Huawei Mobile Services & AppGallery are helping them grow sales through livestreaming.

How Retailers can Reinvent Shopping experiences in a post-COVID World...

Huawei AppGallery Current AppGallery users have already been benefiting from the wide variety of tools at their disposal. Huawei...

dxda-developers.com

How does Huawei keep its base station standards around the world so consistent? Find out how AI helps with its installation processes.

A.I. QuickTakes

Simplifying Installations Globally

Huawei AppGallery is welcoming more big name global and local brands to the platform in 2020. AppGallery has welcomed brands such as TomTom, Bolt, Enrates, Sberbank and Kumu to the platform in 2020.

With more than 1.8 million developers globally part of the Huawei Mobile Services ecosystem, the AppGallery has had a record 490 million users in over 170 countries & regions in 2020, with user app downloads reaching 261 billion.

Pair to charge. The HUAWEI HiPair Technology and USB-C plug enable you to pair your HUAWEI FreeLacePro with a phone or tablet. A 5-minute charge lets you enjoy 5-hours of high-quality sound. #HUAWEI #StayConnected #UltimateNoiseCancellation

Learn More: bit.ly/-UAWEIFreeLace
Would you look at that! @PhoneArena is a fan of the #WatchGT2Pro. Take a look at the full review here and read about the stylish design and impressive battery life that made an impression.

*Huawei Watch GT 2 Pro Review*

Apple has launched its next-generation Apple Watch and this year we got to enjoy two separate models for the first time - the Apple Watch 6 and 7. Phonearena.com

*Huawei USA @HuaweiUSA Oct 8*

When you love what you do, you make everyone happy. Just ask the parents of this Huawei employee. #WeAreHuawei

We have a few questions

*Huawei USA @HuaweiUSA Oct 7*

AppGallery provides a springboard for local apps to go global and global apps to go local. With international partners coming on board, they can gain exposure to the Chinese market while Chinese apps can extend their reach abroad - a win-win reality.

Huawei USA B HuaweiUSA Oct 8

In need of some retail therapy?! @ASOS is one of many favorite brands now available on the AppGallery. Happy shopping! #MoreToExplore

Welcome ASOS to AppGallery

Every day there is always #MoreToExplore

*Huawei USA @HuaweiUSA Oct 8*

Check out why the digital workforce needs more women. #WomenInTech
Proud to be a UN partner working to support the SDGs. Congratulations to them for their impressive work on the World Food Program and their much deserved Nobel Peace Prize 2020 win via @UN.


Debra Ruh @debraruh Oct 8
Read "Huawei RURALSTAR: An innovation for improving the economics of rural connectivity in Africa" on our site at: ruhglobal.com.

Huawei USA @HuaweiUSA Oct 9
Connecting cars with the cloud will take self-driving vehicles to the next level.

Reuben Krabbe takes us through snowboarding locations with the Huawei P40Pro in hand.
As our society continues to be impacted by the pandemic, we need to rethink education to bring digital opportunities to students. Technology enables you to fast forward some of those things and get kids to where they're really engaged in learning.

[Image of wireless earbuds]

Scoring 4.5 out of 5 stars, our FreeBudsPro wireless earbuds are well worth your time and investment. Learn more via @androidcentral.

Language has the power to unite as well as divide us. Check out how translators like Nour utilize @starjimly to bring people and communities together.

On #DayofTheGirl we thank organisations like @GirlsInc helping women discover their interests and get involved in tech.

Take a look at the Huawei Watch Fit unboxing and first impressions.

For women in tech facing challenges, Athenaeum CCO Marta Margolis advises: "Believe in yourself, but be humble and never stop learning.'
Proud to be recognized by @mobinawards as Smartphone Manufacturer of the year! #MIA2020 tinyurl.com/yshmqq8b

HuaweiUSA © HuaweiUSA © Oct 11
October is cybersecuritymonth! Don't miss @Andy_purdy answering your Qs about personal cybersecurity at 2 p.m. ET on 10/13.

#TECHTUESDAY PERSONAL CYBERSECURITY Q&A
with Andy Purdy
Chief Security Officer, Huawei USA
October 13, at 2 p.m. ET

The cloud will soon drive your cars! Don't believe us? Just take a look.
#ConnectedCars

The need to elevate women in #STEM is essential. #ConnectNotDivide

Keila Fernandez, 13

Huawei Northern Africa © HuaweiNA © Oct 12
Do not miss the live opening of the #FTAfrica Summit today; and especially @lopeztamayo's speech on the topic “Doing Digital Business in Africa” at 11:30 (SMT+1).

Find the way by clicking here: bit.ly/35ab7T

#FTAfrica #HuaweiNA
Huawei USA - Huawei USA 23h
Can women forge a successful career in cybersecurity? You bet right now it.
Huawei4Her
A career for women in cybersecurity | Huawei Europe... HuaweiWomenPowerTalks HuaweiEuropeanTalks Huawei4Her Can women forge a successful career i... tile.com/y67pmux

Huawei USA - Huawei USA 12h
Read why the Huawei FreeLacePro earned 4.5 stars from... techradar. tinyurl.com/y67pmux

Huawei USA - Huawei USA 12h
History tells us competition and openness make us greater. Check out this fruitful dialogue with international investor & author Jim Rogers. #TrustInTech #GreatMindsDiscussIdeas

Huawei USA - Huawei USA 20h
Check out why @AndroidHeadline says the Huawei WatchGT2Pro is one of the most premium smartwatches on the market. tinyurl.com/y67pmux
What does #Huawei’s All-Optical Innovation Experience Journey look like? There’s only one way to find out. Join us at #UBBF2020 on Oct 14 at 17:00 (Beijing time)...

With 10 successful events of gathering value from ICT industry partners, the 11th #HWMBBF event will inform, entertain and connect attendees from around the wor...

Learning and teaching are symbiotic. Thank you to all those who help us learn every day. #WorldTeachersDay
Physically, it doesn't take up much space, but the sound can really fill a room.

Huawei Sound X: A smashing good time
Get ready to bless your ears

Our ecosystems and the creatures that live in them are essential. Ken Hu explains why TECH4ALL applies to our earth as much as our people. #WorldHabitatDay https://tinyurl.com/y4esbtus

Hear Neowin's first impressions on the Huawei #WatchGT2Pro.

Unboxing Huawei's new Watch GT 2 Pro, which gets weeks of battery...
How does #Huawei keep its base station standards around the world so consistent? Find out how #AI helps with its installation processes. #Innovation #DigitalTra... See More

Men and women alike must participate in building our digital future.

What’s your guess? Aller se faire cuire un oeuf!

(x - 3)(x - 2) = 0... See More

Explore learning apps on AppGallery
Explore Memrise on AppGallery
Why Cyber Security Standards? The Case for NESAS

08 OCT 2020 10:40-11:10am

Andy Purdy
Chief Security Officer, Huawei Technologies USA

New technology advances in 5G, Cloud, AI and IoT and software-defined anything are posing unprecedented challenges to cyber security and privacy protection, wh... See More

Capture your wildest adventures with the Huawei #P40Pro.

*As we continue to work closely with our partners, we can help them to grow and achieve their business goals*: Huawei President of Global Partnerships & Eco-Development Wang Yanmin explains how #AppGallery helps Huawei's partners expand. #HuaweiFacts https://tinyurl.com/y5j3vsrn

EXPLORE IT ON AppGallery

HUawei's AppGallery Providing Huge Platform For App-Makers - Stanford Arts Review
As the Huawei #AppGallery continues to go from strength to strength, the latest addition of a top-quality navigation app means it has grown into a potent alternative to all other platforms. #HuaweiFacts

https://tinyurl.com/yxu8xmya

FORBES.COM

Huawei Finally Launches Brilliant Google Alternative
A new app has reached Huawei’s AppGallery which will make a sig...

Huawei USA

October 6 at 3:29 PM •

Language has the power to unite as well as divide us. Check out how translators like Nour help people navigate language barriers and stay connected. #ConnectNotDivide https://tinyurl.com/y6r3wzag

Huawei USA

October 6 at 5:30 PM •

We have all heard about how #cloud computing technologies are being used in enterprises, but what about in the automotive industry? Check out how automakers build #connectedcars with cloud technology to increase the safety and comfort of driving.
Calling all artists! Our designer Zint dares you to keep dreaming in our latest #ArtInTech episode. As a #HUAWEIThemes certified designer & leading Malaysian ca... See More

Dr. Liang Ye, the Partner of EY Strategy and Transactions, will talk about fiber networks. Join us at #UBBF2020 to learn more: https://bit.ly/2SnZu0y

With more than 1.8 million developers globally now part of the Huawei Mobile Services ecosystem, the #AppGallery has had a record 490 million users in over 170 countries & regions in 2020, with user app downloads reaching 261 billion. #HuaweiFacts https://tinyurl.com/y5jmunmf

How Huawei AppGallery is welcoming more big name global and local apps
Android Central says "there's a lot to like" about the Huawei FreeBuds Pro. Read why. [https://tinyurl.com/y6fy4kqx](https://tinyurl.com/y6fy4kqx)

As online retailers look for opportunities to innovate their shopping experience, Huawei Mobile Services & AppGallery are helping them grow sales through livestreaming. [HuaweiFacts](https://tinyurl.com/y3k3dyam)

Hear from Alejandro's parents about what it's like having a son work in telecommunications and at Huawei.

#AppGallery provides a springboard for local apps to go global, and global apps to go local. With international partners coming on board, they can gain exposure to the Chinese market while Chinese apps can extend their reach abroad - a win-win. [AppGallery](https://tinyurl.com/y3k3dyam)

Huawei USA
October 7 at 12:42 PM

Huawei USA
October 7 at 5:36 PM

#AppGallery Go Global Alliance helps Chinese apps enter overseas markets via localized services - [HMS Go Global Alliance](https://www.huawei.com/en/)

Over the past year, 300+ Chinese apps have entered global markets with Huawei's assistance. Huawei provides professional services. Consulting services, localization services, marketing services, China marketing services.

We are pleased to be the leader of the Go Global Alliance, a Go Global Alliance. Through the alliance, we help small and medium-sized enterprises in China go global and enter overseas markets.
Take a look at the Huawei #WatchFit with Neowin.

**YOUTUBE.COM**
Huawei Watch Fit unboxing and first impressions
Unboxing the Huawei Watch Fit, which provides animated guided ...

**Huawei USA**
October 8 at 12:47 PM • 0
Honored to be recognized as Smartphone Manufacturer of the year by the Mobile Industry Awards 2020! https://tinyurl.com/yxhmzq8j

**Huawei USA**
October 8 at 1:51 PM • 0

**SiCw**

*We believe that trust must be based on verifiable facts, which should in turn be based on shared standards. GSMA NESAS is a globally trusted and mutually recognized security assurance scheme, it’s customised, authoritative, unified, efficient and constantly evolving.*

Andy Purdy
Chief Security Officer of Huawei USA

**Huawei Singapore • 0**
October 8 at 2:30 AM • 0
Cybersecurity is everyone’s responsibility. In this well-connected era with ubiquitous connectivity, everyone within the communications ecosystem has the respon... See More
In need of some retail therapy?! @ASOS is one of many favorite brands now available on the App Gallery – Happy shopping! #MoreToExplore

We invited two developers who have brought their work to life on our screens to share their stories. Meet creatives Zint and Zhong Xia, witness the kaleidoscopic world of aesthetics through their eyes and get involved in the discussion on #HUAWEICommunity. #ArtinTech #HMS #Huawei #HUAWEITheme

Read “Huawei RURALSTAR: An Innovation For Improving The Economics Of Rural Connectivity In Africa” on our website at: https://www.ruhglobal.com/huawei-ruralstar... See More
Huawei Enterprise
October 7 at 1:55 PM

Joined strength of Huawei and Tofas, together we have accomplished a high-performance database infrastructure with FusionCube System. Huawei makes data migration easier and more efficient. See More

Huawei USA
October 8 at 2:53 PM

Women make up about 50% of the population. This means that having more women in STEM would result in more solutions and products that meet the needs of the entire population. #Tech4Her
https://tinyurl.com/yybntas2

Women in Tech
Marta Margolis

Huawei USA
October 9 at 9:48 AM

Inspired by the impressive work the UN is doing and thrilled to congratulate them on the World Food Program, which has just won the NobelPeacePrize2020. It is an honor to partner with this group and do our part to support the SDGs. Credit to the United Nations
Would you look at that! Introducing 3K infinite Huawei FullView Display with unparalleled sensitivity and instant reaction time. #ExperienceEverything

Hello everyone, My name is Peter Perjesi.

Huawei strives to enable partner success. Peter Perjesi, CEO of Hungarian IPS discussed why the company chose Huawei as a partner to support customers and scale... See More

If you... ✓ Have made/are making an app ✓ Think it’s totally legit Then we want you in our D-Design activity! Follow the link and show off your app to the world... See More
#ConnectedCars are coming and the cloud is bringing them to life faster than ever. Take a look at how they improve safety, entertainment and more.

As our society continues to be impacted by the pandemic, we need to rethink education to bring digital opportunities to students. [Link](https://tinyurl.com/y45xavmx)

Technology enables you to fast forward some of those things and get kids to where they’re really engaged in learning.

- Dr. Merle Skinner, Chief Executive Officer, Christian Family & Children's Center USA

Cancel out the noise and dive into the music. With Intelligent Dynamic ANC, the #FreeBudsPro can change noise cancellation mode to create a more suitable hearing experience.

Education is what drives our society forward. As a company, Huawei is committed to bringing equal education and learning opportunities to students around the world. Check out our latest initiative with the University of the Philippines. [Link](https://tinyurl.com/y6q7xylb)
From entertainment and gaming to shopping and fitness, our #AppGallery is constantly growing and is now the third largest mobile app store in the world. Learn more. https://tinyurl.com/y4zqm4s2

Say hello to performance to go. See how the lightweight #MateBookX retains more powerful than ever.

The pandemic has accelerated the transition to a #digital society, which can't be achieved without #connectivity. https://tinyurl.com/y4s5xavmx

"Technology enables you to fast forward some of those things and get kids to where they're really engaged in learning," - Dr. Merle Skinner, Chief Executive Officer; Christian Family & Children's Center USA

#WatchGT2Pro's 14-day battery life has to be an industry first! Check out its other features. https://tinyurl.com/y398vqo
October is cybersecuritymonth! Don’t miss Huawei USA CSO Andy Purdy answering your q’s about personal cybersecurity at 2 p.m. ET on 10/13 via Huawei USA’s Twitter. https://tinyurl.com/y6uu6uyp

#TECHTUESDAY PERSONAL CYBERSECURITY Q&A
with Andy Purdy
Chief Security Officer, Huawei USA
October 13, at 2 p.m. ET

Huawei USA
Yesterday at 10:04 AM

Our #FreeLacePro offers everything most people look for: sleek, comfortable design and a great audio experience with impressive noise cancellation. Learn more. https://tinyurl.com/y67pfmxt

Huawei USA
23h

Can women forge a successful career in cybersecurity? You better believe it. #Huawei4Her

#HUAWEI WOMEN POWERTALKS
Biljana Cerin

Huawei USA
22h

Keeping Our Promise
Ken Hu
Deputy Chairman, Huawei

Huawei 🇺🇸
Yesterday at 6:57 AM

#Huawei Deputy Chairman Ken Hu delivered a speech entitled “Keeping Our Promise” at UNESCO Mobile Learning Week, focused on enhanced for tech collaboration in #EdTech.
History tells us competition and openness make us greater. Check out this fruitful dialogue with international investor & author Jim Rogers. #TrustInTech #Great... See More

Unprecedented Power is coming. Don't miss the announcement on 22.10.20 #LeapFurtherAhead #HUAWEIMate40

Unleash the most innovative experiences together with #AppGallery. Top apps and exclusive content in just one tap 😊
What makes connected cars work? One answer is high-definition mapping.

**AppGallery**

21,550 people like this

**AppGallery**

Yesterday at 6:36 AM • 0

Kick-off your day with a smooth song, an adventurous book, or an awesome strategy game! **AppGallery** got it all.

**Huawei USA**

20h •

#DYK 30% of all K-12 public school students lack connectivity? That amounts to an astonishing 15 to 16 million kids nationwide. What do lawmakers, education institutions and private sector companies need to do to help close the #digitaldivide? Andy Purdy, CSO of Huawei USA shares his thoughts. [https://tinyurl.com/y2qg9j5j](https://tinyurl.com/y2qg9j5j)